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“Guaranteed acceptance plans are suitable for over-50s adults
looking to plan the cost of their funeral, as they have now become
almost synonymous to funeral plans. Product development and
partnerships between insurers and funeral providers have blurred
the lines between the two products over the years. The fact that
many consumers take out life insurance to plan for funeral costs is
extremely positive for the over-50s protection market, as demand
for guaranteed acceptance plans should remain strong – especially
as the average cost of a funeral continues to increase.”

– Stevan Obradovic, Financial Services Analyst

In this report we answer the key questions:

Why do consumers take out life insurance?

How are regulatory changes having an impact on the market?

Is there a high level of mistrust in the over-50s life insurance
market?

Are guaranteed acceptance plans essentially a funeral cost
planning tool?

Despite economic uncertainty the whole of life market has performed
relatively well, helped in part by the growing popularity of guaranteed
acceptance plans for the over 50s. During 2011, the number of new
policy sales increased by around 19%. The value of new business also
increased during the same period, albeit at a slower rate of 8.6% – as
competition among insurers and usage of price comparison sites has
increased.

This report examines the whole of life market with particular focus on
the guaranteed acceptance plan sector. It provides a detailed analysis of
the over-50s life insurance market and some of the main issues currently
facing product providers. There is a full breakdown of market size in
terms of volume and value, with a forecast showing the expected growth
in the next five years. Recent innovations and distribution trends are
also analysed. The final sections of this report examine the over-50s
consumer, looking at product ownership, purchase triggers and general
financial planning for the future.
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